






































This series features over 25 experts, including

Dr. Sandra
Yocum
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Baima
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Barron

Five hundred years ago, an obscure

German monk published 95 theses

for debate and unwittingly set off a

revolution that continues to shape 

the church and the world to this day. 



In anticipation of the fast-approaching 500th anniversary of one

of the most important events in world history, Christian History

Institute presents an award-winning three-part documentary on

the Reformation. This Changed Everything, hosted by actor David

Suchet (star of PBS’s Poirot series), explores the roots and the

fruits of the Reformation while grappling with difficult questions

about the legacy of division. 

Leading scholars from a broad range of perspectives tell the

dramatic story of the Reformation, analyze its effects, and

address vital questions about unity, truth, and the future of the

church. The three-hour documentary also includes five hours

of bonus materials, a 14-lesson curriculum in PDF, and

optional English subtitles.

2-Disc DVD #501646D 

$29.99 $24.99

www.ThisChangedEverything.com

To order, contact:
Christian History Institute
PO Box 540
Worcester, PA 19490
www.ChristianHistoryInstitute.org • 1-800-468-0458
Please use source code CH030
when ordering and add $3.99 shipping.

Scan code 
to download 

or stream

“This Changed Everything explores some of the more profound
changes with fine insight and shows how we’re still living with
those changes today.” 

~ Mark Galli, Editor-in-Chief, Christianity Today

“This Changed Everything manages to present the
Reformation, ‘warts and all,’ in an appreciative fashion, while
pointing a way toward increased endeavors for a responsible
pursuit of unity in a realistic but hopeful way.” 

~ Dr. James Payton, Author of 
Getting the Reformation Wrong: Correcting Some Misunderstandings

“Here is a unique resource that tells such an important
story in our day. Maybe by watching someone will be
stirred to pick up his own hammer and nail—and his
Bible and basin—for the renewing of the Church again.”

~ Dr. David R. Thomas, Asbury Theological Seminary

“This Changed Everything is comprehensive, accurate,
detailed, fair, and persuasive. The experts who help to tell
the story and comment on the salient issues are not
boring ‘talking heads,’ but engaging personalities in their
own right.”

~ Jon Nilson, Professor Emeritus of Theology, 
Loyola University Chicago

https://www.visionvideo.com/mp4/501646V/this-changed-everything-mp4-digital-download
https://www.visionvideo.com/mp4/501646V/this-changed-everything-mp4-digital-download
https://www.christianhistoryinstitute.org
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While casually browsing the bookshelves at a local library, a

young woman stumbles across a book about the sixteen-year-old

martyr, Lady Jane Grey. As she attentively ingests each word, her

mind is captivated by the realism of the events unfolding before

her. Pages continue to turn as moments turn to hours. Her

imagination soon gives way to reality as we are transported back

in time to find Jane (Jerica Henline) on the eve of her execution,

rejected by her people, dethroned, and locked in a tower because

of her refusal to acquiesce to the faith of her cousin, Mary Tudor,

and having for comfort her only faithful friend, Mrs. Ellen (Emily

Meinerding). Follow this valiant young woman through the final

hours of her life and be a part of the few to uncover the truth of

this magnificent, untold story! (15 minutes)

DVD - #501481D

$12.99    $7.99

https://www.visionvideo.com
https://www.christianhistoryinstitute.org
https://www.visionvideo.com/mp4/501481V/the-forgotten-martyr-lady-jane-grey-mp4-digital-download
https://www.visionvideo.com/mp4/501481V/the-forgotten-martyr-lady-jane-grey-mp4-digital-download

